
Electrocardiographic Steering wheel for Fatigue and 
Drowsiness and Emotional Estimation

疲労・眠気・感情推定ステアリングシステム
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Purpose A vehicle can monitor the driver’s emotion and heath conditions during usual driving to watch over 

the physical condition and provide safe and comfortable solutions, contributing to the prevention of 

car accidents. 

Sensors built in a steering wheel measure the driver’s electrocardiogram and estimate fatigue,

drowsiness, emotion, and atrial fibrillation to lead to the driver’s health control service.
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・A contact sensor built in garnish 

(Tokai Rika’s first-ever technique)

→High-precision detection than an

optical sensor 

・Installed on a steering wheel with

snap-fit joints

(Tokai Rika’s proved technique)

→Easy to be installed

Available for urethane steering

wheels
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Specifications

Wireless communication standard Bluetooth 5.0

Operating temperature range -30 ℃ to 85 ℃

ECU dimensions 75 L × 40 W × 20 H mm

・ ECU module

・ Measurement and estimation functions Electrocardiogram measurement, heart rate

Fatigue, drowsiness

Concentration

Stress

Emotions

Atrial fibrillation

・ Garnish sensor with electrode

Insulation material Nylon？

Electrode Conductive resin

Dimensions 180 x 45 x 30



Future use

■ This system can be provided for business operators as a retrofit steering wheel cover that can

be installed later.
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西村さんの
疲労度が高いようです
休憩を促してください。

Electrodes

Information about two-handed steering, fatigue, and drowsiness can be used 

for driving instructions.


